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XIAMEN SET ELECTRONICS CO LTD
8067 XIANG'AN XI RD XIAMEN TORCH
HIGH-TECH INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE
XIANG'AN INDUSTRY DIST
XIAMEN, FUJIAN 361101 CHINA

Thermal-Links, "B Series", Model(s) B0, B1, B13, B18, B2, B21, B3, B31, B32, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9
Thermal-Links, "C Series", Model(s) C1, C13, C18, C2, C21, C3, C31, C32, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9
Thermal-Links, "F Series", Model(s) F0, F1, F15, F18, F2, F3, F4, F6, F7, F8
Thermal-Links, "H Series", Model(s) H0, H1, H13, H18, H2, H21, H3, H31, H32, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9
Thermal-Links, "P/Q Series", Model(s) P115, P136, Q115, Q136
Thermal-Links, "T/S Series", Model(s) S102, S115, S136, T102, T115, T136
Thermal-Links, "V Series", Model(s) V0, V1, V13, V18, V2, V21, V3, V31, V32, V4, V5, V6, V7, V8, V9
Thermal-Links, "VQ series", Model(s) VQ115, VQ125
Thermal-Links, "VS series", Model(s) VS125, VS136
Thermal-Links, "VT series", Model(s) VT125, VT136
Thermal-Links, "VY series", Model(s) VY125, VY125-2, VY136, VY136-2
Thermal-Links, "X/K Series", Model(s) K0, K1, K15, K18, K2, K3, K31, K32, K4, K5, K6, K7, K8, K9, X0, X1, X15, X18, X2, X3, X31, X32, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8, X9
Thermal-Links, "Y Series", Model(s) Y0, Y1, Y15, Y18, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y6, Y7, Y8, Y9

Marking: Company name and model designation.
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